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KEY DATES
OCTOBER
15th
Whole School
Fantastic Friday—Emergency
Services

18th - 29th
HALF TERM
NOVEMBER
1st

Whole School
School resumes
2nd
Forms 1 - 6
Parent’s Evening

Dear parents
As you may have gathered last week was a fairly important one for the staff as we had a week long visit from the
Independent School’s Inspectorate (ISI) We had been expecting to get ‘the call’ at any time as the school was due
to be inspected last term. The ISI conducted two separate processes - a compliance inspection and an educational
quality inspection (EQI). The compliance inspection checks that we are compliant with the key elements of the
Independent Schools Standards .
The educational quality inspection is the more complex part of the element that involves the staff and pupils more
fully. The EQI process revolves around pupil outcomes in academic achievement and personal development. The
inspectorate met with a number of staff and pupils, watched a lot of lessons and looked at a lot of books during
their time with us. Once the report is published, it will be shared with you, but I can report that the inspectors
were very complimentary about the pupil’s ability to express themselves verbally, the standard of maths and the
excellent use of ICT in the School. I am very, very proud of the way the pupils interacted with the inspectors and
how articulately they talked about their school. Thank you also to the parents who were able to complete the ISI
Parental Survey. I would also like to say thank you to the staff who have worked extremely hard to prepare for this
inspection and who have approached what is undoubtedly a stressful and arduous experience with good humour
and fortitude.
I am pleased to let you know that, from 1st November, we will once again be able to send out a 3 week lunch
menu. Our temporary head chef, Tony, has worked wonders in the kitchen in the past few weeks and I hope the
children have reported an improvement in the quality of the food.

3:45pm onwards
4th
Form 2,5 and 6
Parents’ Evening
continued
19th

LAMDA Exams
Pre-notified children
30th
Nursery

Finally, I am aware that there have been some issues with ordering uniform through the Office. We’ve taken a long
look at this process and have decided to change our systems so you can purchase uniform directly from our
supplier, Premier Schoolwear. You will be able to order via their website and uniform can be delivered to your
home for a small charge or to school for free one day per week or you can click and collect from Premier Schoolwear’s store in Harold Hill. Premier Schoolwear are a local specialist uniform supplier who we have worked with for
many years and I am very confident indeed that this change will make for a smoother and less frustrating process.
Importantly, there will be no significant increase in the cost of the uniform. If you are waiting on an order placed
with the school, I have asked Premier Schoolwear to prioritise those orders. I will keep you updated as soon as the
ordering system goes live which I expect to be within the next week.
Callum Douglas,
Headmaster

Christmas Performance
2:30pm
DECEMBER
3rd
Reception
Nativity Performance
9am
6th - 9th

Nursery

News from Nursery and Reception
The Nursery and Reception children had an exciting visit
from a parent who is a dentist which linked to our ‘People
Who Help Us’ topic. The children learnt about the importance of cleaning their teeth regularly and how to
clean them properly. The children all practised role-play
brushing their teeth using a variety of resources to the
Hey Duggee ‘Brush Our Teeth’ song which was great fun.
Mrs C. Carter, Reception Teacher

Parents’ Evening
3:30pm onwards
7th
Reception
Parents’ Evening
3:45pm onwards
8th
Forms 1 & 2
Nativity Performance
Time TBC
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News from Form 2
Form 2 have been enjoying some very exciting Art and
Design lessons. Linked to our History topic, the children
designed and carved clay tablets representing different
aspects of life in Mesopotamia. Next, we studied some
intricate mosaic designs discovered in the ancient
temple walls and were inspired to create our own
mosaic tiles. Finally, the children were able to evaluate
the effectiveness of their artwork and identified some of
the challenges of working with these different materials.
Well done, Form 2!

News from Form 3
The last two weeks have been very interesting! We have dug so deeply into Greek myths and have finally created our own
myth! It has been so exciting writing our own myths using ‘juicy’ adjectives, adverbs and personification that we have
learned this term. We now understand how to put imagery into the reader’s heads.
During Geography, we filmed our own advert for our travel agency and encouraged our customers to visit Ancient Greece.
We collated all our information and made sure we were very engaging in our video so people would pay for tickets.
Form 3 have also been involved in creating our new Black History display and have learned about role models within Black
History. Children learned to use charcoal to create their sketches of the individuals and researched how their contributions
have changed our lives today. We have had such a fun and productive half term and are looking forward to seeing what the
next half term brings.
Mrs T. Duzgun, Form 3 Teacher
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News from Form 1
We have been busy in Form 1 over the last two weeks. We
all took part in a football festival at the Noak Hill Sports
Complex last week. We were very lucky with the weather
and we all had a great time. It was nice to have Mr Sturton
referee our matches. We also used this experience to write
a recount during our English lessons.
In Art we continued with our prehistoric theme and used
clay to carve out some clay pictures. I think you will agree
that the children have produced some great work.
In Maths, we have been learning to subtract 10, 11, 20 and
21. We have also been learning how to measure and have
measured nearly everything in the classroom!

Our work in English has seen us writing letters. The children
have been writing persuasive letters based on the book we
are currently reading, ‘Clean Up’ by Nathan Byron and Dapa
Adela.
Mr T. Ward, Form 1 Teacher

News from Form 4
It’s been a busy fortnight as always in Form 4. In Science, the children have been learning about electricity and last week we made
‘buzzer’ games. The children had lots of fun making and using them.
In ICT, the children have been learning how to do block coding.
In Problem Solving Club, the children were challenged to make the
tallest tower using stacking cups - the boys won!
Mr I. Metcalfe, Form 4 Teacher
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News from Form 5
The children have continued to read their adventure
story, ‘Brightstorm’. We started the week by dissecting newspapers and looking at the different sections. We moved onto planning and writing our own
newspaper article about events in the story. Finally
we created diary entries, highlighting the events that
took place when the children arrived on the sky-ship.
Mr M. Christiansen, Form 5 Teacher

News from Form 6
Form 6 have been researching important people of colour in Britain and Europe dating all the way back to Roman times
for Black History Month. They have also learned about and discussed the Bristol Bus Boycott.
In Science lessons, you can see the children have been experimenting with changing shadows.
Mrs L. Abiade, Form 6 Teacher

Art
Form 4 have been studying Roman art. They used white
clay to produce their own Roman Gods.
Form 5 have been studying various art styles. This week
they looked at the work of surrealist artist, Joan Miro.
Form 6 have been looking at perspective and the work of
Lowry. They made foil mannequins to shape figures into
Lowry stick people.
Mrs N. Gilburt, Prep Art Lead
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